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Prdfessor Vontress has presented a most articulate expoiition on the

nature of black self-hatred. Although I find the thesis persuasive, and

a bit depressing, I am not surprised ,by it. One need only to examine the

literature and his own life experience to conclude that blacks in America

have always had to operate in a context which exerts negative impact on

their personalities and self - images,.

Culture Conaitioning and Marginality

Blacks in America exist in'a context of cultural and psychological

r.ar7inality. The mentality of the black American can be described as one

which creates the feeling that, "we are in this society, but not of it."-

This condition, perhaps more studied today than in the past, is nothing

'new. 'Aristotle (Aristotle, 325 B.C., Book I), writing in antiouity, stated

that a slavish condition begets a slavish mind. Glazer (1963, p. 51), ob-
.

Ferved that, The Negro is only an American, and nothing else. He has no,

values and culture to guard and protect." VontreGs (1575, paper presented

A. P.G.A.), has merely updated and expanded these writers. The singular

point made by all of thesec.scholars is that both black and white Americans

tend to see the nation in pro-white terms.' 7.1is position, often denied by

blacks, is the result of the inescapable culture conditioning which all

A paper presented at the American Personnel and Guidance Association's

Annual Convention, ::arch, 1975, in New York city.,
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who are socialized by the American system adopt. The acculturation that

brings us all intO,a common perspective, or cOncensus value system, occurs
I .

co

in both overt and covert ways. Although blacks may resent whites; they'.

like everyone else in this society, are conditioned to see white as the

"ideal." "-

All Americans, black or white, liberal or conservative think and act

according to -their Cultural Conditioning. All of .our minds ai.op, even if

unconsciously so, pro-white. Although this fact has generally not caused

any problems for whites, it- has proved-most painful for blacks. This

viewing of what is associated with white ap normal and what is assdciated
, We

with black as deviant has been the source of gravely self-defeating views

of reality in black people: Black people, in order to curvie, have been'.
,

forced to become bi-culturai. Blacks `have had, on the one and, to 'pre-

tend to see, think, believe, andfeel as whites do, but on the, ,othcir hand,

live effectively 'in a completely different world, aware of their inability

to be truly free. This split perspnality has had considerable impact on

blacks, causing frustration,,denial, and degradation. The black poet Arna

BontemptS p. 14), writing of this confusion of identity for black

Americans, observed that

We wear the mask that grins and lies
It hides our cheeks and shades our eyes
This debt we pay to human Guile
With torn al.1 bleeding hearts we smile

And mouth with r,iyriad subtleties.

The problem, most directly 'stated is the fact that although blacks

have found it imperative to pretend in so many ways to be white, they have
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at the same time been denied the right
to act as whites do, to be free.

Despite thit charade, black Americans haVe a1 ays .noun that they were only

peripheral to the nation's life and this ciwareness has severely damageC, tneir

self-image. Today many blae..7..s are real=):praising, and attempting to recreate

that self-image. The success or failure of this process is yet to be deter-

mined.

Self-Concept

A great amount of research has been done on black self-concept. Luch

of this study has been concerned with the development of this self-concept,

the evaluation of self, and considerations of self-esteem in blacks. Un-

fortunately, such of the research has been conducted in a negative context,

starting from the position that to be bloc':: is- to be less than whole. lasin-

small samples of low socioeconomic black and white boys Hauser (1(170), ad-

ministered psychometric interviews, projective tests, and Q-sort tasks. The

various patterns of Identity formation were described ,according to an

sonian model showing consistent or distinct differences between'the 'identity

development of black and white subjects. When compared to whites, blacks

self-image shoved little structural integration over the duration of the

study. Whites showed Progressive increases in' structural integration of

values. Black self-images had a static qUality suggesting identity fore-

closure and negative self- concept.

Measures of blacks on self-ratings are also abundant in the literature.

In the majority of such research differences were found in blacks and whiter.

in regard to their views of the self as perceived by the individual, as it

4
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was believed by the individual to be

the'individual.ideally would like it

sistently greater discrepancies betue

ratings on self-scales than did white

p. 144-148). Black and white childre

ideal discrepancy.

4

perceived by others, and the self as

to, be. Black students achieved con-

en their actual IQ scores and their0
youngsters '(Libby and Gabler, 1967,

n did not differ significantly on

Projective tests have also been used extensively to indiCate self-

image., Goffeney And Butler (1969, p. 437-438), attempted to analyze the
o

drawings of black and white children to learn something of their self-

images. Bergelson'(1967, p. 16-18), studied black youngsters in terms of

the influence of family structure on self-concept.. While most of this re-
,

search with projective techniques did not show black children to project an '

4.
image of hopelessness and inadequacy, it did reveal that even in the very

young, black self-concept is less positive than that of whites.

^4*

The effects of eduCation and educational interventions on ilelf-con-
.

cept have been the focus of considerable cohcern. Ouch of our social pro-

.

gramming is undergirded by the belief that educatic4and early intervention

can change the course of life and improve the lot oft-the less fortunate.

Educational practices have been studied to attempt to determine to what

extent they influence the development of self-concept. Studies by Taylor

(1968 , p. 821:-822), cWhirt (15)67, p. 2610-B), Bienvenu (1968, p.692),

and Strauss (167, p: 63-76) dealt with the relationship of self-concept

to racial composition of the school. setting. The studies showed differences

between the races in the dimensions of centrality, dependency, individuation,

and power. Attendance in segregated schools intensified these differences

5
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for one or both races.

Studies have also been condftcted-on the effects on self-concept of the

use of innovatire educational practice's. In works by Talley (1968,'p. 2524):
rl

, .

Allen (1969, p. 3032-A), and Frgyberg (1966, p: 102-107, ) the self-concept of"

black students did not improve as a result of innovative educationalprac-

'ices.

Secial Perceptions and Attitudes

Attitudes or readiness to respond either positively or negatively donot

simply "spring up." They develop as aresult of social perceptions which,

tend to impute mearlinr: to various sensations. Attitude development and

attitude.chanre,are both experience-oriented. The experiences one has, as

well as the specific information he receives exert considerable influence

upon the individual's attitudes. This effect is true in both attitude de-

, r.

velopment and attitude change.

The belief that attitude .change is possible, given experiential change,

to some exlent justifies 'counseling as a vehicle for societal reform. Atti-

tUde change is more likely rhen the new attitude proves rewarding and when

such change is seen by the-individual as the result of his own decision rather'

than of external imposition. The research into attitude change has dealt in

the main-with racial attitudes and the impact 'f the socialization process

on these attitudes.

Schaffer and Schaffer (1966, p. 274-285)found the method and content

socialization used by parents to be the most important force affecting white

youths' attitudes towards blacks and other minorities. Directive rethoas

6
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were found to yield more positive attitudes than did non-directive approaches,

Sherif and Sherif (1967, p. 246-261) contended that contact among mem-

bers of unfriendly groups is the key to settling socialproblems and effect-

ing positive attitude chance. This hypothesis has been tested extensively

and generally seems to be upheld in the literature. Howeverl.the eonten-

tion doesnot seem to hold in cases of'very limited'or superficial contact

making Generalization somewhat risky. The summary conclusion drawn -from

this look at the investigations into at; tude development 021ci attitude change

is that those studying attitude chance mst be ever Sensitive to the possi-

bility of drawing incorrect inferences from, the data encountered, and that

global statements relative to results should be avoided.

Interrelationships Between Attitudes and Perceptions

Individuals tetd,to respond to events and ideas with predetermined.

favorable or unfavorable dispdk)itions. These positive or negative attitudes
7

are controlled by' both past experience and the context of the moment. In

short, attitudes and perceptions are inextricably interrelated. Thus one's

readiness to respond and the meaninc he places on a Given situation has been

the subject of considerable investigation. Historically attitudes, toward

s
the colors black and white have shown blae.: to generally receive necattote

evaluation and white Generally rated positively. tuch.attitudes hold' in

contexts where.black and white-are conceptualised racially.

Stabler, Johnson, Bbrkel et. al. (1969, p. 1233-1239) studied racial

stereotypes in black and white preschool children. They found that the



racial attitudes of the larger society had been introjected into and:in
,

corporated by these youngsters. Although this incorporation had occurred

in both black, and white children, it wag more pronounde4 in whites.

Datta, Schaefer, and Davis (1968, D. 94-101) looked 'at sex and echo

lactic aptitude as variables in teachetSlt ratinesof adjuStment and class

room behavior. These ilitvestigators found both ethnic group and sex to
(

be significantly related to teacher descriptions of classroom behavi4r.

Generally, girls and other subjects, were described tore favorably than

boys and blacks. ho interactions of ethnic group and sex were noted. The

U. S, Office of Education has in-the last several weeks been looking at

reports which indicate that in several school systems,disciplinc is not

the same for black and white youngsters. These reports have.. stated; that

black youngsters are subjected tp more frequent and more severe discipline

. than their white counterparts.

The Influence of Cultural Values and Beliefs

Just as cultural values of a group tend to be translated into beliefs

of that group, so do beliefs and attitudes tend to influence attitudes to
,

ward self and others. Research into the effects of stereotypes about blacks

on black selfimage has long been an area of great interest.

Colic (1968, p. 309-310) studied the image of blac%s as portrayed by

the American_masomedia. With specific reference to the "new black image,"

Collo held that this lect.image may be an inaccurate reflection of the real

alterr Lives open to blacks. This position is most Ateresting for it is
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. Suggesting that at the same time that the media are pressing a wide-spread

articulation of a non-discriminatory policy there is reason to question

whether in fact either whites or blacks are truly bein- stimulated-ta

%-
accept the notion that blacks belong in the mainstream. Collets findings

also indicated that despite an increasingly positive portrayal of blacks

by the media, black citizens display disarfcction.and suspicion toward the

mass media.

The conte*pon that there has emerged a pos.itive new image oNacks
t

,

has been put forth increasingly in the last few years. This new ir.lar, is

held to have had considerable positive effect on )lack self-concept. Many

now insist that there have been meaningful changes in how blacks view them-

selves and "b1uk is beautiful" is the slogan of the diecadel if not the

last half of the century. This new black self-concept has been said to

be reflective of blacks sudden ability to accept their marginality and to

cease to be confused by the frustrating 6yndrome of living black and pre=

tending Ito think ;thite. Kalcom.X. (1964) reminded black people that they

are not white people and that blacks should free themselves from whiteness.

Concluding Statements on Research

Understandings of social perceptions and attitudes should be increased.

This can only be done if-w9 can come to understand the psychology, of the

perception of self and others. This is no more true for black Americans

than it is. for any other group of people. The old stereotype of black

self-rejection must be re-explored'in the light of recent findings.

9
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The

, a
Special PligAt of Blick Youth

, .

Today many insist that the situation of minority= groups is bettor than
.... .. .

ik it has ever been: Mr...qj insist that there is "light, p....t the end of the tunftel."

9

Black teenagers are not likely to,be, a.tong these o-ptim2Ists. Ito segment' of ,

a people is a better index of their plight than those iho are approaching

adulthood'. There is today a deep and Widespread identity, crisis among Ameri-

-. can black- And teenage blacks are acting out this distress. The black

N:."., ,

-

-
juvw*ile 19,a victim. Black youth feel the erantiness of their parents and

.

'',.': . .

the lack of solution to their own.identity problems. These young people,. ,

titillated 133:*blaxploitE,tion films and di-seouro.ged by an unemployment 'rate::

of fi'07B. to 65 percent, see little in the way of viclble 'alternatives to

their poverty cycles. Ho;!, in good. conscience, ;re counsel= these yoUnr;-

stem in the direction of the American dream? According to the Wall Street

Journal (i.larch 18, 1975, . .20), "If the economy doesnot improve en entire,

generation of young blac;cs will enter adulthood -in the 1,980's without eve-r-

having held a job." The implications of this pos:sibility are not pleasing.

In light of the state in Which black: youth find themselves today it seems

reasonable that' these individuals will be aggressive vnd hostile. The problem

is that this hostility is often vented. on their,own*people. Cannon (1975,

P. 34, 48) contends that there is an inverse relationship between heightened

black militancy and black fighting gangs. He further argues the stispensi62/
ti

of this militancy is responsible for the resurrection of youth gangs, this

time more numerous, vicious, and destructive than ever before,

10' 3
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.Black youth reflects prevailing, mood of the larger black communi-
.

ties in the most vivid way. Black scirits,have been depressed,sinee the'.
aar;',7 1710rS which seemed to say that the struggles of thb 196Q's were in

vaih. ,'Many blacks viewed the and order theme of thb early 70's as a

mere eOnemism.for anti-block liatAtudes and felt thatidoalibm had beeh
.

repl&tced byrepressiont Concern over Tblitics, education, and freehort-
- A A

1

issues hack been replaced by bewilderment, anger, and despair. viven t
,

he

history of,bfack'identity problems,and the impact bf the current, economic

crisis,oet'ought to be able to realize to sve e xtent the complexity of

juvenile and general malaise among black Americans.

-And What' of Counseling? 'v`

.
.

Having detailed a most challengin7, and perhaps depressing portra-i_t of
A,-

sorts of problems and attitudes:blacks might bring to the colinselinn.
, .

. . .
session;-our attention immediately turns to the ouestion of ."how do'we

.

counsel such people? Perhaps this is our initial mistake. Rather than

beginning, witfi the how we might do well to first examine the why, the

philosophical-base or rationale for whatever we Are to do aslcounselors.

Many counselors donot know what they are doing, but an even greater number

have little if any rationale.for :illy they are doing whatever it is that

they are doing, or think that they are doing. Before we rush to take

action, to use or "techniques" we would do well to reflect on our objectives

I
and goals of Our counseling. The what and the how, the process of coun-

seling, should logically follow from, not proceed the why of the involve-

ment.

11
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The aced fox; A Philobophieal Base
A

/ ,

What are the objectives and Ippas of counseling rpr iliividuals such '

as those described herein and by ProfeSsor Vontressy White (19481 P.3271:)

has stated that when a person acts in the, apacity of `therapist, his goal

A I
is not to dor.)inftte or persuade, but simply, to restore a 'state of goofs

health. A therapist has nothing to sell and nothing .to prescribe. The.

goals of Rogers (1952, p..187) counseling are evident in his afinition of

it as "the pl'ocess by which the structure of the self is, relaxe d in-the

safety 'of the -relationship with thatherapit,t, and previously dallied Cx7

dr
periences are Percelve"d and then inv3,

. 1 I

ergrated into an altered self." Cora-

.

renting on the goals of counseling, (1950, p. 221) fgels, "the
.. ,

, .

.

counselor assists the pstudent to choose goals which 'will yield -maximum
, . ;

- . 1..? . .
. . , .

satisfaction- within the limits pf those compomises necessitated by Uncon-
-I. o,- . ,

trolled and uncontrollable factor:). a the indj:kriduali,. and in society itself."

it is obvious: that counseling is defined it many ways and counselors
.

range all the way from, qomeone -who has just cqmi)leted a few semester hours

. cf t2r.anifig.to a 1:enninger or a:Rogers., d.hatevr coun.seling is it is an

excressia; of human valUes and humam a4,,titu'desl, and its objecties are deter-

mitied by the humanif tio febling that man is basioa;ly a capable, self-de-ter-
.

. .. . 0; A

mining creature. Are thpse definKtions
.

and objectives difftrent for 'the ,

, .,

black client than for other clients? ,Are we working with black. clientsfor
.---

: , \,

a different set of reason% than thode which mctivate us to deal with main-
\

'streamers? If our reaso ns*are not .different, why must our methods be diff-
t

. NIL

erent? Rather than contend that differnt methods are required to deal with
Ilb ,

.
,

minority. clients might we not examine the idea that these clients simply pre-

sent storeore difficult cases in whibh we must apply' our basic techniques.
/

1

N
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Course of Action for Us All

What must we do? How can we-help thesq individuals who have had such a

bad time of it, and thereby help ourselves and all of society? There is of

course no definitive answer to this ouestion. However, there are a number

of steps that counselors might take immediately as individuals and collec

tively es Professionals.

1.

ft

Begin with introspeCtion. All of us, and whites in particular, must

begin to look at ourselves more realistically in order to see what we are as

well as what we are.not. So much of our activity is based on the premise

that bl.acks need helb thatthat tie often look only at the "unfortunate" client

and not at ourselves and others around us. Indeed, with the possible ex

ception_ of the albino rat, the black American is the most studied of lifc's

creatures. The time has come to turn the microscope on the majority.
7

2. Broaden our scope. Rather than simply espousing our belief in a

pluralistic world, we must develop a true respect for diversity. Only by
4

blending and re integrating diverse elements can the quality of wholeness

be achieved.

3. Accept and encourage change. We must view change as necessary and

desirable and work to make the dynamics of our institutions. cease to work

against change. Racist institutions must not be preserved.

4. We'must recommit ourselves to the goal of human fulfillment fld

actualization.

5. Work for equity, CompensAion, not ecuality is necessary to re
..

store rights and opportunities previously denied people.

13
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The Role of the Counselor

How shall we become effective with such difficult clients as these

disillusioned black youngsters? What are specific si,eps that counselors

might take to make themselves "more relevant to the sort of context in ;,hich

thin type of client is likely to be found? All of these are most iwoortant

and most difficult questions. Although there are no definitive answers to

such questions there are a number of'suggestion's to be made to those who

are desirous of, or likely to be working with such individuals.

To begin with we must look for fundamental chances in the counselor's

job orientation. ,No longer can the counseling office be the limit of our

domains. Counselors can no longer conceal their ineffectiveness from public

scrutiny nor can they fail to share responsibility with the client for the

progress of counseling. The assumption of low motivation or client resis-

tance will not suffice. The counselor must move out of his cubicle Lnd in

to the cor.,-linity. In so doing, the counselor must become sensitive to forces

in the environment which contribute to distress.

Secondly, minorities and others have tired of society's depersonalization

and-are dissatisfied with our attempts to work on their intellectual perfor-

mance without concern for their Personal-emotional development. Einority

students particularly have emphasized the inability of counselors to under-

stand and accept their unique needs and life sti,:_es. The result of this

emphasis has caused many young people to remain silent and uninvolved, giving

the image of being uninterested with "normal" concerns. To effect some degree

1,4
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of change in this situation counselors wst cease to be simply passive

listeners and strive to become ac tive participants in the community. This

approach will demand that the counselor move away from the reliance on re

medial services and adopt an active preventative and developmental strategy

for his actions.
.4'

Counselors, retaining a primary focus on individual counseling, mint

become, sensitive to a need to.be involved in a Greater diversity of services.

The move from a passive service role, restricted to contact with one person

at a time, to a more aggressive search for various procedures having impact

on groups or on an entire community is a must. The assumption by counselors

of novel service roles must be reexamined and evaluated from the perspec

tive of thp types of problems prospective clients are likely to present.

Finally, the counselor must begin to see himself as the facilitator of

selfevaluation and decision making.. This view of one's role will allow

for the possibility that as a counselor one might find himself assisting

the client to resist the policies and rules established by individuals and

institutions of the mainstream. The implication hereis that the counselor

ought to see his role and his effectiveness somehow related to his disassoci

ation from the power structure. We have all heard the argument that the

client who fears some disciplinary action4may have problem in being can

did. Such a client is likely to have difficulty in revealing with one with

whom he can see potential for revealed informa6ion being used against him.

Black clients are most likely to feel this possibility with white counselors

who are perceived as a.iiart of the are system that is suppressing them.

15
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Lou socioeconomic and mono-culturally black individuals may well hold the

same opinion of middle-class black counselors. AlthouGh some of

distance between the counselor and the system is advocated, it should lie

remembered that attempts at total disenoagement from the decision-making

structure may actually be a con-out into the security of neutrality. The

neutral counselor, remaining silent on institutional procedures, may be
O

viewed as acceptant of these procedures. The counselor must in fact tread

a thin'and often dangerous line between the establishment and the client.

The counselOr, existing for the rood of the client, must come to see him-

self as expendable, and accept this vulnerability as one of the hazards of

the profession. The counselor of bla6kclients must accept the fact that

he may be the most vulnerable of all counselors since he may, if he is to

work for the good of his clientele, fihd himself most distant from the

accepted patterns and practices of the mainstream.

Surria'ry

America must recognize the American black as an important and contri-

buting member of this society. The black communities in this country are

fragmented and this fragmentation is a major cause of the depression that

exists in black communities. White America must develop the necessary

sensitivity to the needs of blacks to begin to help them to integrate their

multiple aspiratiens and drives into a more wholistic mission. The approach

to these individuals must be multi-dimensional, acceptant of the root iden-

0
tity of the black American. Blacks are fighting for their spiritual and

psychological life and we all must assist them. Only then can we shift our

emphasis from-symptoM suppression to cause determination.
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